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ImarisFilesConverter 9.1.2
If the files are not at the Imaris format (non IMS)



ImarisFilesConverter 9.1.2
If the files are not at the Imaris format (non IMS)

We recommend saving the non-
stitched IMS files in another
temporary folder and not in the
original one. Once the files are
stitched, these temporary files can
be deleted, to avoid unnecessary
data duplication (especially for
light-sheet data)



ImarisFilesConverter 9.1.2
Possible set in the preference to get the metadata from the 

first file of sequences (but not fully operational)



ImarisFilesConverter 9.1.2
Possible set in the preference to get the metadata 

from the first file of sequences (not fully operational)

The memory limit can be increased to
higher value depending on the available
RAM, e.g., for a system with 64 / 128/ 256 /
512 GB, the memory limit is at least
respectively 30000 / 50000 / 100000 MB.

The number of threads can be increased
depending on the computer performances
(see the Performance from the Task
Manager). For instance, 12 for Work Station
/ 80T, 24 for WS / 30T and 16 for WS /
20T– 20T2



TIF IMS 

Upload the first files of each Field Of View (in case of multiple FOVs saved in
independent files, such as LaVision Ultra microscope)



Alignment of IMS tiles with ImarisSticher

Add the tiles Add all the IMS files to start



Automatic ordering of the tiles from the metadata of the files (if possible)

(if not possible)



Order the tiles manually



Display adjustements

Then align



Settings for Alignment

Select the channel that displays the most details in the volume (use the 2D slice mode view to check)

No need to waste time in tune the filter parameter width (the optimum stitching is applied when saving)



Settings for alignment
Example using the 2D slice mode view 

50 µm



Settings for Alignment

Before alignment After alignment After saving

Note that the alignment shown at screen is not an indication of 
the final result obtained only after the saving



Display of the result after the saving 
Automatic opening as a project with Imaris

(unselect in the preference if no license is available)

50 µm


